Fundamental IP Due-Diligence report

Report Summary:

Company background:

Existing technology and IP rights reported by company:

PATENTS:
Controlling the ownership
Controlling if it is valid and until when
Controlling what countries are covered.
Controlling what is protected
Controlling if it is protecting the company’s product

Conclusion: ________________________________________________

DESIGNS:
Controlling the ownership
Controlling if it is valid and until when
Controlling what countries are covered.
Controlling what is protected
Controlling if it is protecting the company’s product

Conclusion: ________________________________________________

TRADEMARKS:
Controlling the ownership
Controlling if it is valid and until when
Controlling what countries are covered.
Controlling if it is protecting the company’s activities on website, promotional material and campaigns.

Conclusion: ________________________________________________

Report conclusion:

Report recommendations:

Annex 1: search and analysis conducted including strategy.
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